MAMELODI RESIDENTS and
activists credit the success of their
two day stayaway - called at short
notice - to the street committees
they have built .
The stayaway was called to protest
what residents say was uncalled-for
police provocation' . A rally to
launch the Mamelodi Civic Association (Mace) on March 16 was disrupted halfway by police and
SADF .
The stayaway - its duration and
how it would be conducted - was
immediately discussed at street
level . The same night executives of
both Maca and the Mamelodi
Youth Organisation (Mayo) met,
ready with reports from all streets .
"The decision was unanimous and
hence the success of the popular
action," said a MACH organiser .
"This is the clearest example of
how well people's organisation can
work" he said .
The stayaway was 9596 successful .
On both days SADF and SAP vehicles patrolled the township. Houses
were raided and even a church
meeting was disrupted .
MAYO has been operating street
committees sins last year . MACH

did the same and coupled this with
groundwork for the formal launch
of the civic .
Each street committee has a chairperson, vice chair, secretary, vice
secretary and a treasurer . Two representatives from each street committees in a section of the towmhip
form the section committees. The
executive of the central organisation is elected from an assembly of
all these structures .

The structures are based on the
policy of accountability - discussion and mandates from the people
to the executive and report-backs
from the executive of an organiaa •
lion to the people .
"This is what we understand by
people's democracy . People participate in decision-making and in
carrying out those decisions" . a
Mamelodi activist said .
"This form of organisation

became necessary because it was
difficult to deal with issues
adequately at mass meetings . Also
the state clampdown is heightening
and mass meetings may soon not be
allowed at all . Thus has already hoppencd in some areas ."
"The structures also help draw
people's attention to the connection between pressing local issues
and those of national and international importance .
Since the rent boycott from
November last year, the Development Board stopped collecting
refuse . Now the street and section
committees organise this, using
borrowed vans and lorries . Realdents contribute money for petrol .
The committees are busy working
out structures and methods for disciplinary action .
"We have to be careful in understanding the role and importance of
these structures", say Mamelodi
activists . They must be organic and
be able to work on their own . Thus
will help them to be vigilant, take
initiative, and ensure they survive
intimidation to advance their goals
under the moat difficult conditions ."

